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We need local leaders to help recruit.
Examples of things being coordinated:

Sharing of room/board and locations of safe places to book   

Traveling together   

Meetup Spots General Safety Events and locations   

Communication   

#Ladies we can and will connect you with other women so you are safe.  

Instructions (Do this from Desktop as it is too much for mobile):

NOTE: You should use a private protonmail account with no personal information for your privacy. They will
ask for this protonmail account for the contact list.

GUIDES:

IMGUR: for visual aid https://imgur.com/a/To6L7zZ

IMGUR: MORE DETAILED: https://imgur.com/a/vKLDJWC

VIDEO (with Shadilay Music) How to Sign Up https://thedonald.win/p/11RNfPOMWh/louisiana-is-organizing-
for-1621/

1.) Go to Element/Matrix:

https://app.element.io/?pk_vid=bb19c84bd44db00816085971019fcad2#/welcome

2.) CLICK “EDIT” A menu changes with the option to add an https: add: https://matrix.donaldsarmy.us/

Win uses cookies, which are essential for the site to function. We don't want your data, nor do we share it with anyone.

I accept.
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3.) Create account.

4.) Join the (STATE Initial) group
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Make sure you won't be infiltrated by FBI, SS and others. I would ask for their TDW username so you can
study their comment history and for how long they have been active. I am almost certain about half of the
people contacting you will be federal undercover agents.
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I mean - if they wanna car pool...personally investigating ANTIFA seems useful. But hey, by all means they
can get a ride.
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A member did this same exact thing around 8 months ago and the the search went to shit and it was all lost.
He did all 50 states on a saturday morning
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